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Acute traumatic event exposure is a direct cause of post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD). Amygdala is suggested to be associated with the development of PTSD.
In our previous findings, different activation patterns of GABAergic neurons and
glutamatergic neurons in early or late stages after stress were found. However, the neural
plastic mechanism underlying the role of basolateral amygdala (BLA) in post-traumatic
stress disorder remains unclear. Therefore, this study mainly aimed at investigating
time-dependent morphologic and electrophysiological changes in BLA during the
development of PTSD. We used single prolonged stress (SPS) procedure to establish
PTSD model of rats. The rats showed no alterations in anxiety behavior as well as
in dendritic spine density or synaptic transmission in BLA 1 day after SPS. However,
10 days after SPS, rats showed enhancement of anxiety behavior, and spine density
and frequency of miniature excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic currents in BLA. Our
results suggested that after traumatic stress, BLA displayed delayed increase in both
spinogenesis and synaptic transmission, which seemed to facilitate the development
of PTSD.

Keywords: single prolonged stress, post-traumatic stress disorder, dendritic spines, synaptic plasticity,
basolateral amygdala

INTRODUCTION

As an intricate anxiety disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) generally occurs after
traumatic stress exposure (Galea et al., 2007; Keyes et al., 2013; Scott et al., 2013; Olaya et al.,
2015). PTSD has a high prevalence rate worldwide (Seal et al., 2009) and imposes a heavy burden
to families and the society (Cohen et al., 2010). But the biological basis underlying PTSD was
unclear. Single prolonged stress (SPS) model, an appropriate PTSD model of animal, has been
established to explore the neurobiological mechanisms of PTSD considering the limitations of
human studies (Souza et al., 2017; Fang et al., 2018). Rats exhibited abnormal behavior as well as
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA)-axis dysfunction following SPS (Ding et al., 2010), which is
a putative neuroendocrinological hallmark of PTSD (Mellman et al., 2009; Hughes and Shin, 2011;
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Pratchett et al., 2011; Bailey et al., 2013). SPS paradigm is
composed of the following procedures (Bradley et al., 2005):
restraint, forced swim in water at 20–24◦C, ether exposure, and
stay at homecage undisturbedly for 7 days which is essential for
the development of key symptoms of PTSD (Liberzon et al., 1997;
Knox et al., 2012b). This model can mimic the symptoms of PTSD
in humans, with behavioral changes including increased anxiety
(Han et al., 2014; Fang et al., 2018), impaired social interaction
and spatial memory (Wen et al., 2016), and disrupted extinction
of fear memory (Iwamoto et al., 2007; Fang et al., 2018).

The amygdala, which is involved in the regulation of fear
and memory (Dias et al., 2014) and emotion (Saghir et al.,
2018; Abuhasan and Siddiqui, 2019), is located at the limbic
system of the brain and consists of several subregions, such
as corticomedial nucleus, basolateral nucleus (BLA), central
nucleus. Pyramidal neurons account for about 85% of all neurons
in the adult BLA, and the rest are mainly interneurons (Berdel
et al., 1997; Duvarci and Pare, 2014). It has been suggested that
the dysfunction of amygdala is associated with the pathogenesis
of mental disorders, such as depression, anxiety, and autism
(Rainnie et al., 2004; Shekhar et al., 2005; Truitt et al., 2007;
Koob and Volkow, 2010). The clinical study on PTSD has
revealed that the response of amygdala in patients to emotional
stimuli was exaggerated (Rauch et al., 2000). Furthermore,
amygdala’s response to fear stimuli could be used to evaluate
the treatment effect (Bryant et al., 2008). A series of molecular
substrates in amygdala have been implicated in the PTSD-
associated behaviors, such as glucocorticoid receptor (Kohda
et al., 2007; Cohen et al., 2012), betaarrestin-2 (Ding et al.,
2017), β-adrenoreceptor (Ronzoni et al., 2016), and mTOR
signaling pathway (Oh et al., 2018). We also recently found
different activating patterns of glutamatergic and GABAergic
neurons in amygdala, specifically delayed enhancement of
glutamatergic pyramidal neuron activation in BLA (Fang et al.,
2018). However, fewer studies have showed how the synaptic
plasticity in BLA changes in the animal model of PTSD
(Cohen et al., 2014).

Dendrites and dendritic spines form the structural basis of
synaptic plasticity (Spruston, 2008; Papoutsi et al., 2014). Neural
circuits are shaped with dendritic morphology, and generation
and storage of memory involves adjustment of structures of
spines and dendrites in the brain (Papoutsi et al., 2014). Dendrites
in amygdala are especially sensitive to stress. Significant changes
have been exhibited in spine density of pyramidal neurons as
well as dendritic morphology in amygdala in rats that underwent
chronic or acute stress (Vyas et al., 2002, 2006; Mitra et al., 2005;
Leuner and Shors, 2013; Padival et al., 2013; Suvrathan et al.,
2014; Yasmin et al., 2016). Dendritic spines are usually classified
according to shapes (stubby, thin, mushroom) (Wang et al.,
2017), which are distinct in their functions (Noguchi et al., 2005;
Bourne and Harris, 2007; Gipson and Olive, 2017). Studies have
shown that the number of postsynaptic glutamatergic receptors
decides the spine morphology to a great extent (Rochefort and
Konnerth, 2012). Taken together, in order to identify changes in
synaptic plasticity in BLA after traumatic stress, we used Golgi–
Cox method to determine if SPS causes alterations of spine
morphology and density, and recorded mEPSCs and mIPSCs to

explore whether SPS leads to activity alterations in excitatory
synapses and inhibitory synapses.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
Sprague-Dawley rats (3-month old, male), with weight of 220–
260 g, were gained from the Laboratory Animal Center, Peking
University Health Science Center. The rats were kept in groups
of five at temperature of 23± 2◦C and humidity of 50± 5% with
free access to water and food under a 12 h:12 h light:dark cycle.
We performed all the behavioral experiments under the dark
phase. Animal care and experimental procedures were conducted
according to the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care
and Use of Laboratory Animals. All experiments were permitted
by Biomedical Ethics Committee of Peking University.

Single Prolonged Stress
Single prolonged stress is a commonly recognized PTSD model
(Ding et al., 2010), which results in potent responses to stress
via psychological (restraint), physiological (forced swimming),
and pharmacological (exposure to ether) pathways. The SPS
procedure was conducted based on previous study (Fang
et al., 2018), including 2-h restraint, 20-min forced swimming,
recovery in homecage for 15 min, and exposure to diethyl ether
until a brief loss of consciousness. On the same day of SPS
treatment, the control animals were handled. All animals were
undisturbed in their homecages for 10 days before sensitization
test (Liberzon et al., 1997).

Open Field Test
The apparatus of the open field test (OFT) had a square arena at
75× 75× 40 cm and was divided into 25 even squares with size of
15× 15 cm (Xue et al., 2015; Fang et al., 2018). The apparatus was
illuminated at 10 lux. Towels soaked with 75% ethanol were used
to clear up the apparatus and wipe off odor of previous rat after
each 5-min run. A rat was put in the center of the apparatus, and
its movement was recorded by a digital video camera mounted
on the roof and connected to a computer. Using an EthoVision
System XT 10.1 (Noldus Information Technology, Netherlands),
the time spent in the central part of the apparatus was analyzed.

Elevated Plus Maze
The elevated plus maze (EPM) test was conducted as previously
described (Xue et al., 2015; Fang et al., 2018). Two open arms
(50 × 10 cm), and two closed arms (50 × 10 × 40 cm), as
well as a middle compartment (10 × 10 cm) constituted the
shape of a plus, which were placed 70 cm above the ground.
Each rat explored the apparatus ad libitum for 5 min after being
placed in the middle compartment with head facing an open
arm. Towels soaked with 75% ethanol were used to clear up the
apparatus and wipe off odor of the previous rat after each run.
Movement of rats was recorded using a video camera mounted
on the roof and connected to a computer. The test was performed
with illuminance level of 3 lx in the closed arms and 8 lx in the
open arms (Suo et al., 2013). Using an EthoVision System XT
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10.1 (Noldus Information Technology, Netherlands), the number
of entries into the open arms and time spent (sec) in the open
arms were analyzed.

Slice Preparation
The brains were rapidly removed after rats were anesthetized
and then decapitated. The brains were immediately placed into
cutting solution (in mM) at 0–4◦C: 87 NaCl, 3.0 KCl, 1.5
CaCl2, 1.3 MgCl2, 1.0 NaH2PO4, 26 NaHCO3, 20 D-glucose,
and 75 sucrose, saturated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2 to obtain
250 µm-thick coronal sections with a vibratome (Leica VT1000
S). Transverse slices containing the BLA were cut and transferred
into a holding chamber containing ACSF (in mM): 124 NaCl, 3.0
KCl, 1.5 CaCl2, 1.3 MgCl2, 1.0 NaH2PO4, 26 NaHCO3, and 20 D-
glucose, saturated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2 at 33◦C for 30 min
and then at room temperature for at least 30 min until being used
for recordings.

Whole-Cell Patch-Clamp Recording
Neurons with obvious primary dendrites and spines were
selected, which is the morphological characteristics of BLA
principal neurons (McDonald, 1982; Padival et al., 2013). Whole-
cell patch clamp pipettes were composed of borosilicate glass
capillaries (1.5 mm outer diameter; World Precision Instruments,
Sarasota, FL, United States). The resistances of electrodes were
from 2 to 3.5 M�. Voltages were corrected for a liquid
junction potential of 13–14 mV, calculated using pClamp 10.3.
Recordings were performed at 32–33◦C, with stable perfusion
of ACSF (2 ml/min). Electrodes were filled with (in mM): 110
Cs methylsulfate, 0.3 Tris-GTP, 15 CsCl, 2 MgCl2, 0.5 EGTA, 10
HEPES, 4 ATP-Mg, 4 QX-314 and 5 Na2-phosphocreatine (pH
7.15–7.25 with CsOH, 270–280 mOsm with sucrose). To record
miniature synaptic events (mEPSCs and mIPSCs), we bathed the
slices in normal ACSF containing 1.0 µM TTX. After allowing
for 5 min of stabilization after break in, mEPSCs and mIPSCs
were recorded at a holding potential of −70 mV for 2 min
and 0 mV for 2 min, respectively (Lippi et al., 2016; Nagode
et al., 2017). The postsynaptic currents recorded at −70 mV
were blocked after the addition of 20 µM CNQX and 50 µM
AP5, whereas those recorded at 0 mV were blocked by 50 µM
picrotoxin (Supplementary Figure S1). Series resistance was
constantly monitored. Cell input resistance (Rin) was calculated
by determining the current response from a holding potential of
−70 mV to the steps of −5 mV hyperpolarization (Mizunuma
et al., 2014; Nagode et al., 2017). Data were excluded when
the series resistance reached above 16 M� or the change of
series resistance reached more than 20%. In this study, the rise
time represents 10–90% rise time, and the decay kinetics were
measured as 90–37% decay time. The total number of events
that occurred during 2-min recording epochs was analyzed.
The number of mEPSCs used in the analysis for each cell
ranged from 109 to 942, and the number of mIPSCs ranged
from 55 to 899. Previous study showed that the mEPSC
rise time was variable depending on the different electrotonic
distances from the somatic recording site to the synaptic region
where each mEPSC occurs, and events originating from the
soma or dendrites presented as fast and slow rising events

respectively (Han et al., 2013). In the present study, we did
not detect the specific populations of mEPSCs via the rising
time, and no criteria relating to rise time were used to further
filter detected events. Thus, the mEPSCs and mIPSCs may be
comprised of both proximal (i.e., somatic) and distal (dendritic)
events. In this study, mEPSCs and mIPSCs were analyzed by
the two exponential equations model fitting in Decay fit of
MiniAnalysis software. This method was fit to an ensemble
average generated for each cell. The equation is as follows:
y = A1∗eˆ(-x/t1) + A2∗eˆ(-x/t2). Signals were amplified with a
MultiClamp 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices, Union City, CA,
United States), filtered at 2 kHz, and digitized at 10 kHz. Data
were analyzed with the pCLAMP 10.3 data acquisition program
(Molecular Devices). Miniature events were detected offline using
MiniAnalysis (Synaptosoft), with the amplitude threshold set to
5 pA and an area threshold of 10.

Golgi-Cox Staining
Rats were anesthetized and transcardially perfused with 0.9%
normal saline solution. Brains were dissected, and were immersed
with a Golgi-Cox solution for 2 weeks based on previous studies
(Yang et al., 2015; Han et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017), and
then in 30% sucrose solution for 2–5 days in darkness at room
temperature. Coronal sections (200 µm) were prepared using
a vibratome (Microm HM 650V, Thermo Scientific, Walldorf,
Germany) according to previous studies (Yang et al., 2015;
Wang et al., 2017). Slides were kept in the darkness during
staining and afterward.

Neurons with obvious primary dendrites and spines were
selected, which is the morphological characteristics of BLA
principal neurons (McDonald, 1982; Padival et al., 2013).
We excluded aspiny neurons showing small somata with few
dendrites or large somata with bipolar primary dendrites.
A recent study states that the distance from the soma affects the
role of inhibitory shaft and spine synapses, and strengthens the
role of axon initial segment (Boivin and Nedivi, 2018). Thus, in
our study, dendritic segments with 50–150 µm distance from
the soma (Christoffel et al., 2011), and 40–70 µm in length,
were randomly chosen from pyramidal neurons in the BLA and
were counted starting from the origin of a branch. Second-order
apical dendrites were analyzed in our study. In order to meet
the requirements of spinal analysis, dendritic segments must
have the following qualifications: segments must be fully filled
(excluding all endings); segments must have a distance of no
less than 50 µm from the soma; segments did not show overlap
with other branches, which may blur the visualization of spines
(Christoffel et al., 2011). A 3D image was reconstructed with
NIH ImageJ software1. The number of dendritic protrusions
were calculated based on the morphology: thin spines have
thin head and long neck; mushroom spines come with large
head and short neck; stubby spines also have large head but no
apparent neck (Montalbano et al., 2013; Geoffroy et al., 2019).
For morphological quantification, one dendrite per neuron and
5–8 neurons per rat were analyzed in five rats in each group.
The experimenter was blind to the grouping. All images were

1http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/
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captured using Olympus BX53 microscope with a 100× oil-
immersion objective. The average number of spines per 10 µm
of dendrite was calculated.

Statistical Analysis
Waveform parameters (frequency, amplitude, rise-time 10–90%,
half-width, decay time 90–37% and area) (Hendrich et al.,
2012) were measured in the study. The results were showed as
mean ± SEM. Normal distribution was validated with Shapiro–
Wilks test, and homogeneity of variance was validated with
Levene’s test. Unpaired Student’s t-test was used for comparisons
between two groups. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used
for data analysis with suitable between- and within-subject
factors. When comparing three or more groups, one- or two-
way ANOVA was adopted with post hoc analysis (one-way,
Tukey; two-way, Sidak’s multiple comparisons) for comparison
of three of more groups. Cumulative probability was compared
using Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) statistics (PKS). Since large
samples were analyzed, the significance level was mostly taken
at PKS < 0.001 (Simkus and Stricker, 2002; Miura et al., 2012;
Calfa et al., 2015).

RESULTS

Previous investigations have revealed that significant alterations
in anxiety-like behaviors occurred only in rats 10 days rather
than 1 day after SPS (Fang et al., 2018). Experiment 1 aimed
at demonstrating changes in anxiety-like behavior of the rats 1
and 10 days after SPS. Experimental procedure was displayed
in Figure 1A. Normal healthy rats were kept separately 4–
5 days before the tests to adapt to the feeding environment.
Then rats in the experimental group underwent SPS procedure
(be restrained for 2 h, forced swimming for 20 min, rest for
15 min and anesthetized with ether until being unconscious),
followed by being kept in single cage with undisturbed feeding
environment. Anxiety-like behaviors of rats were tested with
the EPM and OFT on the first as well as the tenth day after
SPS. The experiment mainly consisted of 4 groups: SPS(1d),
NO SPS(1d), SPS(10d), NO SPS(10d) (n = 8 per group). The
results of EPM and OFT were analyzed with two-way ANOVA,
and we used SPS (SPS, No SPS) and Post-SPS Day (1 day,
10 day) as the between-subject factors. The analysis of time
spent in the open arm in EPM showed significant effects of
Post-SPS Day (F1,28 = 7.92, p < 0.01) and SPS × Post-SPS
Day interaction (F1,28 = 4.76, p < 0.05). It was revealed that
time spent in the open arm in SPS(10d) group was significantly
less compared with NO SPS(10d) group via post hoc analysis
(p < 0.01, Figure 1B). The analysis of entries into the open
arms in EPM displayed significant effects of Post-SPS Day
(F1,28 = 7.07, p < 0.05) and SPS × Post-SPS Day interaction
(F1,28 = 11.27, p < 0.01). It was revealed that reducing entries
were observed in SPS(10d) group in contrast to NO SPS(10d)
group via post hoc analysis (p < 0.01, Figure 1C). The result of
time spent in the center area in OFT illustrated significant effects
of SPS× Post-SPS Day interaction (F1,28 = 5.45, p < 0.05). It was
showed that time spent in the central area in SPS(10d) group was

obviously less in contrast to the NO SPS(10d) group via post hoc
analysis (p < 0.01, Figure 1D). For total locomotor distance,
no obvious difference was shown in experimental conditions
(p > 0.05, Figure 1E). In summary, these results showed that
rats displayed delayed onset of anxiety-like behaviors after SPS,
which were in line with previous findings (Knox et al., 2012a;
Fang et al., 2018).

Next, we studied the synaptic mechanisms underlying
deferred development of anxiety-like behaviors after SPS. Our
previous study showed that activity of BLA glutamatergic
neurons and BLA GABAergic neurons was increased day 10
after SPS in contrast to the control group (Fang et al., 2018).
BLA is mainly composed of glutamatergic pyramidal neurons
(∼85%) (Duvarci and Pare, 2014). Dendrites in the amygdala
are especially sensitive to stress exposure (Chattarji et al., 2015).
Thus, we analyzed the time-dependent changes in density of
dendritic spines in BLA in the SPS model (Figures 2A,B). The
experiment consisted of four groups (n = 5 per group). Results
of the spine density were analyzed with two-way ANOVA, and
we used SPS (SPS, No SPS) and Post-SPS Day (1 day, 10 days)
as the between-subject factors. The analysis showed noticeable
effects of SPS (F1,16 = 6.74, p < 0.05) and SPS × Post-SPS
Day interaction (F1,16 = 5.73, p < 0.05) on the total spine
density. The results showed that the density of spines increased
obviously in SPS(10d) group in contrast to NO SPS(10d) via
post hoc analysis (p < 0.01, Figure 2C). Dendritic spines are often
categorized by morphology and the shape of these spines have
correlation with their functions (Moench and Wellman, 2015).
Thus, we analyzed the spine densities of different subtypes (Wang
et al., 2017) in BLA after SPS. Analysis with two-way ANOVA
revealed noticeable effects of SPS (F1,16 = 29.60, p < 0.01), Post-
SPS Day (F1,16 = 17.22, p < 0.01) and SPS × Post-SPS Day
interaction (F1,16 = 7.76, p < 0.05) on the density of mushroom
spines, but the analysis on the density of thin spines revealed
no significant effects (p > 0.05). Post hoc analysis showed that
the density of mushroom spines increased remarkably in the
SPS(10d) group (p < 0.05, Figure 2E), while no significant
differences were found in the SPS(1d) group. The density of thin
spines showed no significant difference in the SPS(1d) group
or SPS(10d) group (p > 0.05, Figure 2D). Density of stubby
spines, which were reckoned to be immature structures and
had a certain relationship with the stress-induced increase of
glutamatergic synapses, was increased both of day 1 and day
10 after SPS in contrast to corresponding control groups (both
p < 0.05, Figure 2F) (Christoffel et al., 2011). To sum up,
total and mushroom spine density were markedly increased in
SPS(10d) group in our research, which accompanied an increase
in anxiety-like behavior in SPS(10d) group.

Formation and elimination of dendritic spines may contribute
to synaptic connectivity and function, especially mushroom
spines positively correlating with synapse strength and age
(Holtmaat and Svoboda, 2009; Moench and Wellman, 2015).
Therefore, following the same SPS procedure, we recorded
mIPSCs and mEPSCs of the same cell at different voltages
in the SPS(1d) and SPS(10d) group, respectively to determine
spontaneous quantal synaptic input onto BLA pyramidal
neurons (Figures 3, 4). For the input resistance, there was no
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FIGURE 1 | Effect of single prolonged stress (SPS) on anxiety-like behaviors on the first and tenth day after stress. (A) Experimental procedures. (B,C) Time spent in
open arms (B) and the entries into open arms (C) in different experimental conditions in EPM. (D,E) Time spent in the central area (D) and total distance (cm) (E) in
different experimental conditions in OFT. n = 8 per experimental condition. #Different from SPS(1d) group, ∗Different from NO SPS group at each post-stress day,
∗ #p < 0.05, two-way ANOVA. Data are shown as means ± SEM.

significant difference among experimental conditions (p > 0.05,
Supplementary Figure S2A). Data of the frequency and
amplitude of mEPSCs and mIPSCs were analyzed with one-
way ANOVA, and we used SPS as the between-subjects factor
(n = 13–18 cells per group). The mEPSCs frequency recorded in
BLA pyramidal neurons of the SPS(10d) group was remarkably
increased compared with the NO SPS group (F1,29 = 20.93,
p < 0.01, Figure 3J), while no obvious difference was found
in the day 1 group after SPS (p > 0.05, Figure 3D). For
mEPSCs inter-event intervals of BLA pyramidal neurons, the
cumulative probability distribution of SPS(10d) group was shifted
left compared with NO SPS group (PKS < 0.001, Figure 3I),
which indicated that mEPSCs frequency in SPS(10d) group was
increased. The cumulative probability distribution was mildly
shifted toward the left (PKS = 0.0015, Figure 3C), which may
be due to a slight increase in mEPSCs frequency in SPS(1d)
group. The mEPSCs amplitudes recorded in BLA pyramidal
neurons of the SPS(1d) group as well as SPS(10d) group

showed no significant difference with NO SPS groups (both
p > 0.05, Figures 3F,L). The cumulative probability distribution
of amplitudes of mEPSCs in SPS(1d) and SPS(10d) group BLA
pyramidal neurons were not shifted compared to NO SPS
pyramidal neurons (both p > 0.05, Figures 3E,K). Finally, we
compared the amplitude and frequency of mEPSCs in BLA
pyramidal neurons of the SPS(1d) group and SPS(10d) group.
The excitatory synaptic frequency of pyramidal neurons of the
SPS(10d) group was increased compared with that of the SPS(1d)
group (F1,30 = 9.18, p < 0.01, Table 1), and no difference
was observed for the amplitude (p > 0.05, Table 1). The
results showed that the amplitude of mEPSCs of BLA pyramidal
neurons after SPS was not obviously affected, but frequency
of mEPSCs in BLA pyramidal neurons increased significantly
day 10 after SPS. Finally, as larger spines often predict larger
mEPSC amplitude (Segal, 2010; Ueno et al., 2014), we analyzed
the mEPSCs after classifying spikes into different subgroups by
different amplitude values (Lu et al., 2007; Biggs et al., 2010).
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FIGURE 2 | Effect of SPS paradigms on spine density of BLA pyramidal neurons. (A) Low-power image of dendritic spines of BLA from control rats. Scale
bar = 10 µm. Dendritic spines were classified based on morphology: thin dendritic spines have thin head and long neck (indicated by green arrows), mushroom
dendritic spines come with large head and short neck (indicated by yellow arrows) and stubby dendritic spines have large head but no apparent neck (indicated by
red arrows). Scale bar = 10 µm. (B) High-power image of representative dendrite segments (scale bar = 10 µm). (C) Spine density in BLA pyramidal dendrite
segments in different experimental conditions (animals, rats = 5; segments, n = 5–8, total dendritic length = 40–70 µm). (D–F) Average density in mushroom (D), thin
(E), and stubby (F) spines in BLA pyramidal dendrite segments sampled from four groups: NO SPS(1d)/SPS(1d)/NO SPS(10d)/SPS(10d). #Different from SPS(1d)
group, # ∗Different from NO SPS group at each post-SPS day, # ∗p < 0.05, two-way ANOVA. Data are shown as means ± SEM.

One-way ANOVA analyzed the large amplitude events (>30 pA)
of mEPSCs in BLA pyramidal neurons from four groups, the
results showed that the large amplitude events (>30 pA) of
mEPSCs in BLA pyramidal neurons of the SPS(10d) group was

increased compared with control groups (F3,45 = 4.16, p < 0.05,
Supplementary Figure S2B). In summary, the results showed
that the excitatory synaptic transmission of BLA pyramidal
neurons increased day 10 after SPS.
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FIGURE 3 | Spontaneous excitatory quantal synaptic transmission onto BLA pyramidal neurons. (A,B,G,H) Representative examples of mEPSCs of different
experimental conditions. (C,I) The cumulative probability distribution of mEPSCs inter-event intervals of BLA pyramidal neurons from SPS group and NO SPS group
on the first and tenth day after SPS respectively. (D,J) The mEPSCs frequency of BLA pyramidal neurons from SPS group and NO SPS group on the first and tenth
day after SPS respectively. (E,K) The cumulative probability distribution of mEPSCs amplitudes of BLA pyramidal neurons from SPS group and NO SPS group on
the first and tenth day after SPS respectively. (F,L) The mEPSCs amplitudes of BLA pyramidal neurons from SPS group and NO SPS group on the first and tenth day
after SPS respectively. ∗Different from NO SPS group at each post-SPS day, ∗p < 0.05, one-way ANOVA. Data are shown as means ± SEM.

We further recorded the mIPSCs of the same pyramidal
neurons paired with mEPSCs after the SPS procedure (Calfa et al.,
2015) with 1 µM TTX (Figure 4) at 0 mV (n = 13–18 cells
per group). The mIPSCs frequency recorded in BLA pyramidal
neurons 1 day after SPS exhibited no changes compared with
controls (p > 0.05, Figure 4D), while the SPS(10d) group
showed significantly higher mIPSCs frequency than control
groups (F1,29 = 11.60, p < 0.01, Figure 3J). For mIPSCs
inter-event intervals of BLA pyramidal neurons, the cumulative
probability distribution of the SPS(10d) group was shifted left
compared with that of NO SPS pyramidal neurons (PKS < 0.001,
Figure 4I), while no difference was found between the SPS(1d)
group and NO SPS group. On the other hand, the mIPSCs
amplitude recorded in BLA pyramidal neurons of either SPS(1d)
or SPS(10d) group showed no difference compared with NO
SPS groups (both p > 0.05, Figures 4F,L). In BLA pyramidal
neurons, the curves of the cumulative probability distribution
of mIPSCs amplitude from SPS(1d) group and SPS(10d) group
were not shifted compared with control pyramidal neurons and

they almost coincided (both p > 0.05, Figures 4E,K). Then,
we compared the amplitude and frequency of mIPSCs in BLA
pyramidal neurons of SPS(1d) group and SPS(10d) group, and
the analysis showed that the inhibitory synaptic frequency of BLA
pyramidal neurons of the SPS(10d) group was obviously higher
compared to that of the SPS(1d) group (F1,30 = 3.51, p > 0.05,
Table 1), and no changes were found in amplitude (p > 0.05,
Table 1). In summary, the results showed that the inhibitory
synaptic transmission of BLA pyramidal neurons increased day
10 after SPS. The results showed that BLA pyramidal neurons
received enhanced inhibitory neuronal projections day 10 after
SPS, and the frequency of mEPSCs and mIPSCs were increased.

DISCUSSION

Patients with PTSD typically have symptoms such as avoidance,
interference and awakening, emotional and cognitive changes
(Pitman et al., 2012). Extensive reports have used SPS procedure
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FIGURE 4 | Spontaneous inhibitory quantal synaptic transmission onto BLA pyramidal neurons. (A,B,G,H) Representative examples of mIPSCs of different
experimental conditions. (C,I) The cumulative probability distribution of mIPSCs inter-event intervals of BLA pyramidal neurons from SPS group and NO SPS group
on the first and tenth day after SPS respectively. (D,J) The mIPSCs frequency of BLA pyramidal neurons from rats on SPS group and NO SPS group. (E,K) The
cumulative probability distribution of mIPSCs amplitudes of BLA pyramidal neurons from SPS group and NO SPS group on the first and tenth day after SPS
respectively. (F,L) The mIPSCs amplitudes of BLA pyramidal neurons from rats on SPS group and NO SPS group on the first and tenth day after SPS respectively.
∗Different from NO SPS group at each post-SPS day, ∗p < 0.05, one-way ANOVA. Data are shown as means ± SEM.

to study the animal PTSD (Iwamoto et al., 2007; Wen et al.,
2016; Fang et al., 2018). Research has revealed that SPS leads to
diminished fear extinction (Knox et al., 2012a; Fang et al., 2018),
enhanced stress-induced nociceptive sensitivity and increased
anxiety-like behavior (Zhang et al., 2012), and SSRI may reverse
the symptoms (Takahashi et al., 2006; Lin et al., 2016). We
assessed PTSD-induced anxiety-like behavior through OFT and
EPM. Our behavioral experiments revealed no notable alterations
in the anxiety-like behavior of rats on the first day after SPS, but a
significant increase consistent with previous findings on the 10th
day after SPS (Fang et al., 2018). Furthermore, we found delayed
changes in synaptic plasticity in BLA pyramidal neurons after
SPS. Specifically, on day 10 after exposure to SPS, result indicated
an increase in density of dendritic spine, and enhancement
both in glutamatergic and GABAergic synaptic transmissions.
In conclusion, SPS produced delayed increase in spinogenesis

and synaptic transmission in BLA which is accompanied with
enhanced anxiety-like behaviors.

The structural plasticity of dendritic spines is critical for
diverse types of synaptic plasticity (Yang et al., 2009; Yin et al.,
2009; Oe et al., 2013), including structural remodeling in response
to stress (Chattarji et al., 2015; Duman and Duman, 2015; Qiao
et al., 2016). The structural basis of synaptic connectivity in BLA
is differentially modified by various forms of stress (Chattarji
et al., 2015). Acute restraint stress induces an enhancement in
dendritic spine density in the BLA pyramidal neurons several
days after stress (Mitra et al., 2005; Maroun et al., 2013; Suvrathan
et al., 2014; Yasmin et al., 2016). Chronic restraint stress induces
dendritic hypertrophy in BLA pyramidal neurons, increased size
of dendritic spine heads (Mitra et al., 2005; Vyas et al., 2006;
Maroun et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2019) and enhanced neuronal
excitability (Rosenkranz et al., 2010). Consistently, our results
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TABLE 1 | Summary of electrophysiological data.

Group Frequency (Hz) Amplitude (pA) Risetime 10–90% (ms) Half-width (ms) Decay 90–37%(ms)

Mean ± sem Mean ± sem Mean ± sem Mean ± sem Mean ± sem

NO SPS (1d) mEPSCs 2.41 ± 0.22, n = 18 15.41 ± 0.59, n = 18 1.09 ± 0.05, n = 18 6.48 ± 0.15, n = 18 5.79 ± 0.26, n = 18

mIPSCs 3.17 ± 0.28, n = 18 17.29 ± 0.57, n = 18 1.42 ± 0.19, n = 18 14.32 ± 0.43, n = 18 13.83 ± 0.52, n = 18

SPS (1d) mEPSCs 3.03 ± 0.36, n = 14 15.87 ± 0.78, n = 14 1.00 ± 0.05, n = 14 5.37 ± 0.37, n = 14 4.83 ± 0.24, n = 14

mIPSCs 3.52 ± 0.37, n = 14 18.53 ± 0.93, n = 14 1.34 ± 0.21, n = 14 13 ± 0.59, n = 14 12.8 ± 0.65, n = 14

NO SPS (10d) mEPSCs 2.38 ± 0.25, n = 13 14.88 ± 0.64, n = 13 1.08 ± 0.06, n = 13 5.85 ± 0.38, n = 13 5.18 ± 0.33, n = 13

mIPSCs 2.71 ± 0.37, n = 13 16.84 ± 0.62, n = 13 1.13 ± 0.21, n = 13 12.8 ± 0.51, n = 13 14.08 ± 0.59, n = 13

SPS (10d) mEPSCs 4.53 ± 0.35∗#, n = 18 15.56 ± 0.82, n = 18 1.10 ± 0.07, n = 18 5.91 ± 0.33, n = 18 5.07 ± 0.27, n = 18

mIPSCs 4.48 ± 0.35∗, n = 18 17.68 ± 0.51, n = 18 1.26 ± 0.15, n = 18 12.7 ± 0.54, n = 18 12.31 ± 0.47, n = 18

∗Different from NO SPS group at each post-SPS day, #Different from SPS(1d) group, p < 0.05, one-way ANOVA. Data are shown as means ± SEM.

showed that dendritic spine density in BLA pyramidal neurons of
SPS(10d) group was increased. However, a recent study showed
that acute elevated platform stress increased mushroom spine
density and produced dendritic retraction in BLA pyramidal
neurons 2 days later (Maroun et al., 2013). We presumed that
the discrepancies between the findings on effects of stress on
dendritic morphology of amygdala may be due to different
types and procedures of stress. The present results showed that
mushroom spines but not thin spines displayed delayed increase
after SPS. Generally, thin spines have higher plasticity and
lability compared with mushroom spines (Moench and Wellman,
2015). Thus, our results suggest that the mature and stable type
of spines are gradually increased after traumatic stress which
may be the structural substrates of delayed onset of anxiety-
like behaviors. While the mechanisms underlying the delayed
alteration of dendritic spines remain unclear, it is worthy to note
the implications of NMDA and AMPA receptors in regulating
structural plasticity (Krugers et al., 2010; Duman, 2014; Yasmin
et al., 2016). NMDA receptors are considered to be implicated in
the initial formation of spines by calcium influx and continuous
downstream effects (Maletic-Savatic et al., 1999), and AMPA
receptors are implicated in the strengthening of existing spines
(Maletic-Savatic et al., 1999). In the amygdala, 10 days of chronic
immobilization stress could enhance NMDAR-mediated synaptic
responses (Suvrathan et al., 2014), and the NMDAR antagonist
infused into the BLA during the acute stress prevented the
enhanced effects on mEPSCs frequency and spine density 10 days
later (Yasmin et al., 2016). It has been demonstrated that the ratio
of GluA1-AMPAR-labeled spines to labeled dendritic shafts in the
BLA was found to increase 6 and 14 days but not 1 day after stress,
which accompanies enhanced frequency of mEPSCs in stressed
animals without changes in mEPSCs amplitude (Hubert et al.,
2014). Thus, we speculated that AMPA receptors are associated
with the expression and maintenance of stress-induced structural
plasticity, while NMDA receptors are important for the initiation
of stress-induced structural plasticity. Interestingly, we found the
stubby spines were increased on both day 1 and 10 after traumatic
stress. A stubby spine with a large head and no neck is considered
as a type of immature spines (Ebrahimi and Okabe, 2014; Berry
and Nedivi, 2017). Although stubby structures are rarely studied
and understood, it is reported that they predominate early in

postnatal development (Boyer et al., 1998) and to proliferate in
nucleus accumbens after social stress (Christoffel et al., 2011).
Considering the roles of the geometry of the spine neck in
synaptic plasticity, stubby spines may elicit strong signal diffusing
through the surrounding dendrite (Hayashi and Majewska, 2005;
Ebrahimi and Okabe, 2014), which may be involved in anxiety-
like behaviors. The precise roles of stubby spines in the amygdala
structural plasticity and maladaptive response to stress need to be
further investigated.

Spines are important targets for excitatory synaptic
transmission (Harris and Kater, 1994; Qiao et al., 2016)
and are positively associated with synaptic transmission (Hayashi
and Majewska, 2005; Alvarez and Sabatini, 2007; Ebrahimi and
Okabe, 2014). In our current study, the analysis of the mEPSCs
frequency showed a delayed enhancement in BLA after SPS,
which is consistent with the findings that an increased number
of excitatory pyramidal neurons were activated on the 10th
day after SPS (Fang et al., 2018). Consistently, Yasmin and
colleagues found that increase in mEPSCs frequency induced
by stress is associated with an enhancement of the number
of dendritic spines (Yasmin et al., 2016). Escalation in the
frequency of mEPSCs is considered to be due to an increase
in the number of glutamatergic synapses and a presynaptic
suppression of glutamate release probability (Malgaroli and
Tsien, 1992; Sastry and Bhagavatula, 1996). Considering the
significant increase in the number of dendritic spines in BLA
in SPS(10d) group, the observed enhancement of mEPSCs
frequency in our study may be induced, at least in part, by the
increase in the number of functional excitatory synapses. Under
some circumstances, some other studies have reported that an
increase in the number of dendrites spines accompanies an
enhancement of frequency of mEPSCs (Wissman et al., 2011;
Montalbano et al., 2013; Bochner et al., 2014; Yasmin et al., 2016;
Schilling et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2018). However, the increased
number of spines, especially large spines, would be predictive
of an increase in the expression of postsynaptic excitatory
receptors and subsequently larger mEPSCs amplitude (Lee
et al., 2015; Udagawa et al., 2015; Awad et al., 2016; Deng et al.,
2019). Consistently, we showed that the amplitude (>30 pA)
of mEPSCs in BLA pyramidal neurons of SPS(10d) group
was increased compared with No SPS groups, which fits with
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the observed increasing density of mushroom spines on the
10th day after SPS.

Interestingly, we found an enhancement in the frequency of
inhibitory synaptic transmission 10 days after stress. Combined
with our previous findings that more inhibitory neurons are
activated on the 10th day after SPS (Fang et al., 2018), we
considered that also gradually activated inhibitory neurons
which would be due to either an increase in the number of
GABAergic synapses or an increase in the release probability.
More data, such as spontaneous IPSC are required to confirm
these explanations in the future. It is essential to explore
the effects of inhibitory transmission on stress-induced BLA
dysfunction and delayed appearance of PTSD-like behaviors.
It has been shown that function of adult BLA is regulated
by a reciprocal interaction between GABAergic interneurons
and pyramidal neurons (Ehrlich et al., 2009, 2012; Ryan
et al., 2012), so the delayed increase in inhibitory transmission
may be attributed to a homeostatic mechanism which avoids
excessive activation of the pyramidal neurons in BLA. The
current finding was in line with previous results that chronic
activity blockade leads to homeostatic plasticity that both
mEPSCs and mIPSCs frequency were elevated (Echegoyen
et al., 2007). We found that the frequency of IPSCs and
EPSCs increase by similar amounts after stress, and the balance
between inhibition and excitation seems to be unaltered. We
presumed that other cellular and synaptic mechanisms may
also contribute to the PTSD-like behaviors in rats, such as
the alterations in a specific type of GABAergic neurons in
BLA after traumatic stress or time-dependent distributions
of inhibitory synapse on pyramidal neurons after stress.
Furthermore, it is unclear if the excitability of pyramidal cells
or activity-dependent network plasticity would be significantly
altered. Further experiments investigating the effects of stress
upon intrinsic excitability, spontaneous EPSCs/IPSCs and
evoked EPSCs/IPSCs would be informative in this regard.
Lastly, it should be noted, with various corticolimbic targets,
that BLA pyramidal neurons are functionally heterogeneous
and thus stress may differentially impact specific output
circuits. Indeed, dendrites were hypertrophied caused by
chronic restraint stress in BLA pyramidal neurons, and the
size of dendritic spine heads was increased only in BLA
pyramidal neurons targeting the nucleus accumbens (NAc)
or the ventral hippocampus (vHPC) (Zhang et al., 2019). In
addition, the excitatory glutamatergic transmission targeting
the vHPC or the NAc in BLA PNs was selectively increased
(Zhang et al., 2019). Therefore, which BLA projects exhibit
changes of excitation-inhibition balance after SPS needs to be
further investigated.

The underlying molecular mechanism of delayed increase in
spine density and neural transmissions is still unknown, and
previous evidence suggests that it may be related to dysregulation
of the HPA axis, with significant lower concentrations of
plasma and urinary cortisol (Yehuda et al., 1993). Previous
studies speculated that hypercortisol and glucocorticoid negative
feedback is specifically increased by PTSD (Zoladz and Diamond,
2013). Consistently, it has been shown that the delayed
spinogenesis in the BLA can be impeded by prior exposure to

glucocorticoids after acute stress, which could be blocked by
bilateral adrenalectomy (Rao et al., 2012). Furthermore, some
studies have revealed that SPS increases the expression level
of glucocorticoid receptors (Ganon-Elazar and Akirav, 2013),
and NMDA receptor subunit mRNAs (Yamamoto et al., 2008).
However, another study showed that the expression level of
CaMKII and MR/GR in BLA had not been obviously affected
by SPS, and the improvement of NPY functions could regulate
the alterations in the morphology of the BLA pyramidal neurons
induced by SPS (Cui et al., 2008). Thus, more research is
required to discover the molecular mechanisms of the increase
in spinogenesis and synaptic transmission after SPS.

The results of present study revealed that rats showed increase
in both spinogenesis and synaptic transmission in the BLA
only on day 10 rather than day 1 after SPS, which means after
traumatic stress, BLA displayed delayed changes in neuronal
plasticity. The present findings revealed that BLA may be
associated with the pathogenesis of PTSD, which is of great
importance for future clinical research and targeted treatment.
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FIGURE S1 | (A) Experimental timeline. (B) In defect of antagonists of
glutamatergic or GABAergic receptors, mEPSCs and mIPSCs were recorded at
clamped voltages of −70 and 0 mV. After adding 20 µM CNQX and 50 µM AP5,
the postsynaptic currents recorded at −70 mV were blocked, while those
recorded at 0 mV were suppressed by 50 µM picrotoxin.

FIGURE S2 | (A) The input resistance of BLA pyramidal neurons among the
different experimental conditions. (B) Large amplitude events (>30 pA) of
mEPSCs in BLA pyramidal neurons from four groups: NO SPS(1d)/SPS(1d)/NO
SPS(10d)/SPS(10d). ∗Different from NO SPS groups. One-way ANOVA,
∗p < 0.05.
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